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Item No. 6.

TO VICTOR.

AFRAF, sometimes forwards us films materials to transmit to HELEN [AVILA] [i]. Please rush an explanation of whether to forward these materials to BERNIE [VADI] [ii] for transmission or again whether they can be transmitted on film through DICK [DIK] [iii] (we have no other possibilities); is one to ask your sanction in such cases? AFRAT emphasises that the FELLOW COUNTRYMAN [iv] protobuf-nam [STARK, ZALYAKI] insist on the transmission of materials to HELEN without delays. He expresses the fear that [D' other say] the FELLOW COUNTRYMAN may try to realise transmission passing us by.

P.S. 990

ANTON and [I.

CALL [EURL] say [D' give ] R. a report on BDF and the [D. HUDEFELL] [HUPHILL] report for 1944. Advise whether one should ask both the one thing and the other.

No. 991

EARL BRODER

Comment: [i] Earl BRODER.
[ii] VEBID [dublin] BRODER.
[iii] Former cover name: ECHO [see No. 1511].
[iv] Who are members of the Communist Party of the country in question.

V.B. No. 30 20.41.
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